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Abstract 

 

In current scenario everything is being transferred on the web and other communication medium. So that we need to make our 

data secure from all other attacker and unauthorized person. So that we have to give lot of protection to the transmitting data. For 

that we have lots of cryptography algorithm .But all of then do not provide level best protection in today‟s world as there are lots 

of ways to make that algorithm cracked and the cryptanalyst can retrieve the plain text so easily. So that with reference to the 

RSA and other famous algorithms as Diffie Hellman and N-prime RSA we have tried to give one more level of security by the 

use of Magic Rectangle. And by the use of Magic Rectangle we can have different cipher text for the same character. So by these 

many reasons this approach give enhancement to the public key cryptosystem. And Magic Rectangle have different approach 

that can unable to get the plain text without the knowledge of generation of Magic Rectangle. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cryptography is a science of secret writing. It makes the message unreadable and that can make the message too secure. So that 

the cruptogrphy is mainly used for making the data safe when it is transmitting over the communication medium of  at the 

storage space. The main concern of cryptographic algorithm is that the security provided by that algorithm that should be at its 

best. There are two kind of approaches like symmetric and asymmetric way of communication or algorithm. Here we are 

concerning on public key cryptosystem in which there are two kind of keys are used as public key and private key. There are 

many famous algorithm as RSA, Diffie Hellman  etc.  

In recent days these RSA, Diffie Hellman  algorithms are not that much secure as there are many cryptanalyst  who can crack 

it. So that we have to add more security that can make the data more secure. So that that here the introduction comes of Magic 

Rectangle. The magic rectangle is matrix which is being used to enhance the public key cryptosystem. The use of Magic 

Rectangle is totally depending on the mathematical computation of the matrix. In the Magic Rectangle the addition of all 

columns are same and all rows are also same. And this kind of matrix is being used that can make the data one more time 

mapped and thus can make the one more level of security in the message/data communication. So that with the reference of the 

Magic Rectangle we can enhance the public key cryptosystem and the algorithms used in the cryptography. 

II. DEFINITION AND THEORICAL BACKGROUND 

This section describes the concept of Database as a Service and benefits, architecture of database outsourcing model, challenges, 

security services associated with the same. 

 Cryptography: A.

Cryptography is a method of storing and transmitting data in a particular form so that only those for whom it is intended can read 

and process it. 

Cryptography is closely related to the disciplines of cryptology  and cryptanalysis. Cryptography includes techniques such as 

microdots, merging words with images, and other ways to hide information in storage or transit. However, in today's computer-

centric world, cryptography is most often associated with scrambling plaintext (ordinary text, sometimes referred to as cleartext) 

http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/cryptology
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/cryptanalysis
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/plaintext
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into cipher text (a process called encryption), then back again (known as decryption). Individuals who practice this field are 

known as cryptographers. 

Modern cryptography concerns itself with the following four objectives: 

1) Confidentiality (the information cannot be understood by anyone for whom it was unintended) 

2) Integrity (the information cannot be altered in storage or transit between sender and intended receiver without the 

alteration being detected) 

3) Non-repudiation (the creator/sender of the information cannot deny at a later stage his or her intentions in the creation or 

transmission of the information) 

4) Authentication (the sender and receiver can confirm each other?s identity and the origin/destination of the information) 

 Public Key Cryptography: B.

Asymmetric cryptography or public-key cryptography is cryptography in which a pair of keys is used to encrypt and decrypt a 

message so that it arrives securely. Initially, a network user receives a public and private key pair from a certificate authority. 

Any other user who wants to send an encrypted message can get the intended recipient's public key from a public directory. They 

use this key to encrypt the message, and they send it to the recipient. When the recipient gets the message, they decrypt it with 

their private key, which no one else should have access to. 

 
Fig. 1: cryptography 

Witfield Diffie & Martin Hellman, researchers at Stanford University, first publicly proposed asymmetric encryption in their 

1977 paper, New Directions In Cryptography. (The concept had been independently and covertly proposed by James Ellis 

several years before when he was working for the British Government Communications Headquarters.) An asymmetric 

algorithm, as outlined in the Diffie-Hellman paper, is a trap door or one-way function. Such a function is easy to perform in one 

direction, but difficult or impossible to reverse. For example, it is easy to compute the product of two given numbers, but it is 

computationally much harder to find the two factors given only their product. Given both the product and one of the factors, it is 

easy to compute the second factor, which demonstrates the fact that the hard direction of the computation can be made easy when 

access to some secret key is given. The function used, the algorithm, is known universally. This knowledge does not enable the 

decryption of the message. The only added information that is necessary and sufficient for decryption is the recipient's secret 

key. 

 RSA Algorithm: C.

RSA is a cryptosystem for public-key encryption, and is widely used for securing sensitive data, particularly when being sent 

over an insecure network such as the Internet. 

RSA was first described in 1977 by Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard Adleman of the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology. Public-key cryptography, also known as asymmetric cryptography, uses two different but mathematically linked 

keys, one public and one private. The public key can be shared with everyone, whereas the private key must be kept secret. In 

RSA cryptography, both the public and the private keys can encrypt a message; the opposite key from the one used to encrypt a 

message is used to decrypt it. This attribute is one reason why RSA has become the most widely used asymmetric algorithm: It 

provides a method of assuring the confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and non-reputability of electronic communications and 

data storage. 

Many protocols like SSH, OpenPGP, S/MIME, and SSL/TLS rely on RSA for encryption and digital signature functions. It is 

also used in software programs -- browsers are an obvious example, which need to establish a secure connection over an insecure 

network like the Internet or validate a digital signature. RSA signature verification is one of the most commonly performed 

operations in IT. 

 N-Prime RSA: D.

N-prime RSA is the extension of RSA algorithm which uses more than two prime numbers.Here the size of „n‟ is generally 

dependent on number of primes chosen and on its value. 

1) Choose two or more distinct prime numbers p, q, r and so on values would be chosen at random. 

2) Compute n=p*q*r; „n‟ act as the modulus value of both public and private key. 

3) Compute Euler‟s Totient Function,  

http://searchcio-midmarket.techtarget.com/definition/ciphertext
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/encryption
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Φ (n) = (p - 1)*(q - 1) * (r - 1) and so on. 

1) Remaining steps are similar to Standard RSA. 

Here, the exponentiation time of encryption will be based on the number of primes selection and the plain text value. Through 

the repeated squaring method, the exponential value over the bound of modulus n can be solved wisely. 

III. DETAIL DISCUSSION OF VARIOUS ENCRYPTION TECHNIQUES AND MRGA GENERATION APPROACH 

 Enhancing Security level for Public Key Cryptosystem using MRGA[19]: A.

In this paper they have given approach to generate magic rectangle and use of this rectangle in the cryptography. In this paper 

they have given mathematical proof for the magic rectangle generation. And then the algorithm of using the magic rectangle with 

the RSA algorithm. Thus the public key cryptosystem is enhanced and we can have some one level more security.ao that we can 

say that by the use of this approach we can have more secure RSA algorithm. Thus more secure public key cryptography 

approach. This is base paper of further study. And going to make some noticeable changes which can make good way of 

understanding of this approach. 

 A Modified RSA Encryption Technique Based on Multiple Public Keys [2]: B.

Proposed an efficient implementation of RSA algorithm using two public key pairs and applying mathematical logics rather than 

sending the encryption key(e) value directly as a public key. Because if an attacker has the opportunity of getting the value, they 

can directly find decryption key (d) value and decrypt the message. They approached for the newly created way to encrypt the 

given message converted to other form and then it is converted to cipher text and then it is sent to the communication channel so 

that cryptanalyst cannot attack to the encryption algorithm for getting the prime numbers. This approach makes RSA more 

secure. 

 Add-On Security Model for public key Cryptosystem Based on Magic Square Implementation [3]: C.

Enhanced the efficiency by providing add on security to the cryptosystem. The approach introduced by them increased the 

security due to its complexity in encryption by using the magic square concept. It provided another layer of security to any public 

key algorithm. Magic square is generated by given the algorithm that is in the matrix form. The magic square is in doubly even 

matrix form. This matrix are generated in 4x4 order and then these are combined and created big matrix as 16x16. These matrix 

are then used for given ASCII value to convert the value to the Magic Square value. Thus the values are converted and then they 

are going for RSA encryption. So that security is enhanced using Magic Square. 

 Genetic Key Generation for Public Key Cryptography [4]: D.

Proposed an algorithm pertaining to the application of Genetic algorithm to cryptography and modifies the approach to generate 

keys that have more strength. There is no repetition of random values used in key generation. Thus the key that what have to be 

selected that should be that much strong that it cannot be cracked easily. This paper gives the genetic approach to select the key. 

This paper used different approach of genetic algorithm given below 

 Evaluation 

 Threshold check 

 Crossover 

 Threshold check 

 Mutation 

 Threshold check 

 Roulette Wheel Selection 

 Crossover and Mutation 

So as shown the key is selected which is nor redundant and unique and too tough to guess. 

 A New Factorization Method to Factorize RSA Public Key Encryption [5]: E.

Proposed a work focuses on factorization of all trivial and nontrivial integer numbers and requires fewer steps for factorization 

process of RSA modulus N. The Pollard rho factorization method forms the basis for New Factorization method. The security of 

public key encryption such as RSA scheme relied on the integer factoring problem. The security of RSA algorithm is based on 

positive integer N, because each transmitting node generates pair of keys such as public and private. Encryption and decryption 

of any message depends on N. Where, N is the product of two prime numbers and pair of key generation is dependent on these 

prime numbers. The factorization of N is very intricate. In this paper a New Factorization method is proposed to obtain the factor 

of positive integer N. The proposed work focuses on factorization of all trivial and nontrivial integer numbers and requires fewer 

steps for factorization process of RSA modulus N. The New Factorization method is based on Pollard rho factorization method. 

Experimental results shownthat factorization speed is fast as compare existing methods. 
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 A New Variant of Subset-Sum Cryptosystem Over RSA [6]: F.

In RSA if one can factor modulus into its prime numbers then the private key is also detected and hence the security of the 

cryptosystemis broken. The Subset-Sum cryptosystem (Knapsack Cryptosystem) is also an asymmetric cryptographictechnique. 

The Merkle-Hellman system is based on the subset sum problem (a special case of the knapsackproblem): An instance of the 

Subset Sum problem is a pair (S, t), where S = {x1 , x2 , ..., xn} is a set of positiveintegers and t (the target) is a positive integer. 

The decision problem asks for a subset of S whose sum is aslarge as possible, but not larger than t. This problem is NP-complete. 

However, if the set of numbers (called theknapsack) is super increasing, that is, each element of the set is greater than the sum of 

all the numbers beforeit; the problem is easy and solvable in polynomial time with a simple greedy algorithm. So in this paper 

wepresent a new algorithm (Modified Subset-Sum cryptosystem over RSA) which is secure against Mathematicalattack, Brute-

force attack, Factorization attack and Chosen-cipher-text attack on RSA as well as Shamir attacks.This paper also presents 

comparison between Modified Subset - Sum Cryptosystem and RSA cryptosystems in respect of security and performance. 

Prasant Sharma, Amit Kumar Gupta  [7] analysed the speed of RSA public key cryptosystem to reduce the time taken for finding 

factor for a large number. They proposed a new algorithm and its performance was compared with Fermat‟s factorization 

Algorithm and trial division algorithm. 

 Modified Integer Factorization Algorithm Using V-Factor Method [7]: G.

In RSA algorithm the security depends on the keys that are used for encryption and decryption. So if we are able to know the 

keys then we can crack the RSA algorithm. This paper gives idea bout how to get the keys. In this paper they have shown the 

method by which we can compute the keys used in RSA algorithm. They have proposed the  Integer Factorization Algorithm 

using V-Factor Method. They have given the method that can compute the keys used in algorithm. They have compared this 

algorithm with Format‟s Factorization algorithm(FFM) and Trial Division algorithm(TDM). 

 Modified RSA Encryption Algorithm (MREA) [8]: H.

Improved the security of RSA cryptography algorithm based on additive homomorphic properties. The proposed algorithm is 

secured based on the factoring problem as well as decisional composite residuosity assumption. The security of the RSA 

cryptosystem is based on twomathematical problems: the problem of factoring large numbers know mathematical attack and the 

problem oftrying all possible private keys know brute force attack. So to improve the security, this scheme presents a new 

cryptography algorithm based on additive homomorphic properties called Modified RSA Encryption Algorithm (MREA). 

MREA is secure as compared to RSA as it is based on the factoring problem as well as decisional composite residuosity 

assumptions which is the intractability hypothesis. The scheme is an additive homomorphic cryptosystem; this means that, given 

only the public-key and the encryption of m1 and m2, one can compute the encryption of m1 + m2. This scheme also presents 

comparison between RSA and MREA cryptosystems in terms of security and performance. 

 Fibonacci Numbers and Golden Ratio in Mathematics and Science[11]: I.

In this paper we discussed the mathematical concept of consecutive Fibonacci numbers or sequence which has leads to golden 

ratio (an irrational number that most often occurred when taking distances proportion in simple geometry shape), and 

convergence of the sequence and any geometric significance. We consider the spiral and self-similar curve which have been 

appreciated for long due to their beauty in the world. Furthermore, we take into account the recurrence relation of Fibonacci 

sequence, which can be use to generate Lucas sequence with the aid of different initial condition. The explanations show the 

ways and how Fibonacci numbers have been in existence in the world we live. And some works of art and architecture that 

asserts the presence of golden ratio. They have given different real examples of Fibonacci numbers in plants, Pinecones, 

Sunflower, Pineapples, Flowers, Beers, Rabbits etc. 

Golden ratio is derived from the Fibonacci numbers and the golden ratio is the ratio which is also in real life, hare that this 

paper gives to understand. The examples are human body, human face, great pyramid. 

 Optimum Partition Parameter of Divide-And-Conquer Algorithm for Solving Closest-Pair Problem [12]: J.

This paper gives the idea about divide and conquer used in different ways. Divide and Conquer is a well-known algorithmic 

procedure for solving many kinds of problem. In this procedure, the problem is partitioned into two parts until the problem is 

trivially solvable. Finding the distance of the closest pair is an interesting topic in computer science. With divide and conquer 

algorithm we can solve closest pair problem. Here also the problem is partitioned into two parts until the problem is trivially 

solvable. But it is theoretically and practically observed that sometimes partitioning the problem space into more than two parts 

can give better performances. In this paper, a new proposal is given that dividing the problem space into (n) number of parts can 

give better result while divide and conquer algorithm is used for solving the closest pair of point‟s problem.  

For Magic Rectangle divide is used for having smallest possible matrix that is easy to compute. This is by the way of having 

great ease of computation. And then the computed small matrixes are conquered together and then the big matrix is generated. 

Then that matrix is used for mapping. 
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY 

The methodology of the proposed security model is described in the following steps.  

1) Construct different singly even magic rectangle of order 32x48 and used in lieu of ASCII table with 128 values. The 

Magic rectangle contains totally 1536 values. It has been divided into 12 quadrants, each consists of 128 characters.  

2) Each character of the plain text is converted into numerals based on its position in magic rectangle in different 

quadrants. The numerals are then encrypted and decrypted using RSA and N-prime RSA algorithm. 

 Generation of Magic Rectangle: A.

Magic rectangles are the rectangles that have addition of all the elements of rows will be equal and addition of  elements of 

columns will be equal. We will be given the maximum and minimum values and from that we will generate the 4x6 matrix. Two 

different kind of matrix computation will be applied. As per the matrices given in the matrix-1 and matrix-2.here first the 4x6 

matrix will be generated and then we will compute the max and min from that matrix and then second kind of matrix  will be 

applied and second 4x6 matrix will be generated. Thus the process will go on and alternatively the computation will be there 

done for 4x6 matrix. And after generation of four 4x6 matrix the concatenation will come and 8x12 matrix will be generated. 

Thus this process goes on and we will be there with four 8x12 matrix and the 16x24 matrix will be generated. Then four 16x24 

matrices will be conquered an finally 32x48 matrices will be generated. 

 Mapping with Magic Rectangle: B.

From 32x48 matrix there will be total 1536 values and there are total 128 ASCII values. So that we will divide this 32x48 matrix 

in 12 matrices so that we will have each matrix with 128 values. For any given message each character will be there with their 

ASCII value. And each character will be given one matrix of 128 values. So that one by one character will have one by one 

matrix. So first character will go in first matrix and second goes in second matrix and so on... So that occurrence of two same 

character will not have same cipher text. And then  thee decryption will go in the reverse process. 

 Encryption with RSA and N-prime RSA: C.

The standard RSA will be applied for that the mapped value will be taken from the Magic Rectangle as an input and then 

encryption process will be there. Similarly the decryption process will be there in the reverse order. At that time the decrypted 

message will be taken as an input and the MR value will be the output of the algorithm. Then the inverse process of the mapping 

in Magic Rectangle. 

 Standard RSA: 1)

Each user generates a public/private key pair by:  

 selecting two large primes at random - p, q  

 computing their system modulus N=p.q  

 note ø(N)=(p-1)(q-1)  

 selecting at random the encryption key e 

 where 1<e<ø(N), gcd(e, ø(N))=1  

 solve following equation to find decryption key d  

 e. d=1 mod ø(N) and 0≤d≤N  

 publish their public encryption key: KU={e,N}  

 keep secret private decryption key: KR={d,p,q} 

 N-Prime RSA: 2)

N-Prime RSA is similar to RSA but we can take more than two prime numbers for the generation of keys for the encryption and 

decryption. As shown below, 

(1) Choose two or more distinct prime numbers p, q, r and so on values would be chosen at random. 

(2) 2. Compute n=p*q*r; „n‟ act as the modulus value of both public and private key. 

(3) 3. Compute Euler‟s Totient Function, Φ(n) =  

(4) (p - 1)*(q - 1) * (r - 1) and so on. 

(5) 4. Remaining steps are  similar to Standard RSA. 

 Experiments and Results: D.

 Magic rectangle 1 (MR _sub1): Minstart=4, Maxstart=1539, S1=0 1)

1539 6 8 1533 1523 20 4629 

12 1529 1527 18 28 1515 4629 

1525 16 14 1531 1509 34 4629 

10 1535 1537 4 26 1517 4629 

3086 3086 3086 3086 3086 3086 
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 Magic rectangle 2 (MR _sub2): Minstart=36, Maxstart=1507; S2=0 2)

1507 38 40 1501 22 1521 4629 

44 1497 1495 50 1513 30 4629 

1493 48 46 1499 32 1511 4629 

42 1503 1505 36 1519 24 4629 

3086 3086 3086 3086 3086 3086 
 

 Magic rectangle 3 (MR _sub3): Minstart=52, Maxstart=1491  S3=1 3)

1491 54 56 1485 1475 68 4629 

60 1481 1479 66 76 1467 4629 

1477 64 62 1483 1461 82 4629 

58 1487 1489 52 74 1469 4629 

3086 3086 3086 3086 3086 3086 
 

 Magic rectangle 4 (MR _sub4): Minstart=84, Maxstart=1459 S4=0 4)

1459 86 88 1453 70 1473 4629 

92 1449 1447 98 1465 78 4629 

1445 96 94 1451 80 1463 4629 

90 1455 1457 84 1471 72 4629 

3086 3086 3086 3086 3086 3086 
 

Four 4x6 magic rectangles are generated as above. Combination of these four rectangles forms the next level of MR of order 

8x12.  

MR_sub1(8x12)= MR_sub1(4x6)|| MR_sub3(4x6)|| MR _sub2(4x6)|| MR _sub4(4x6). 

The sample Magic rectangle of order 8x12 is represented in Figure6.Similarly, MR_sub1(8x12), MR_sub2(8x12), MR_sub3 

(8x12) and MR_sub4(8x12) are generated and concatenated to form MR(16x24). The process continues till magic rectangle of 

order 32x48 is obtained. In MR(32x48), there are totally 1536 values. Since the maximum size of character for ASCII code 

representation is 128, the obtained value (1536) will be divided into 12 quadrant of size 128. The plain text characters are 

replaced by the value in different quadrant consecutively. 
Table 

encryption of „apple‟ by simple RSA 

Character ASCII value RSA encrypted value 

a 97 11523 

p 112 1952 

p 112 1952 

l 108 15516 

e 101 15771 

You can see that different cipher text is there for similar character. This is the major benefit for using magic rectangle. 

 
Fig. 2: Final output for encryption and decryption for given message „summer‟ 
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Fig. 3: Getting the Encrypted and Decrypted value for message „summer‟ using N-Prime RSA 

 
Fig. 4: Encryption and decryption for file WRITE.txt‟ 

 
Fig. 5: Processing file „input512.txt‟ of 512kb and getting encryption and decryption time 

After the execution of files of 50kb, 100kb, 250kb and 512 kb the execution time have been measured for encryption and 

decryption. And the practical results have been illustrated in the given table and the chart. 
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Table – 1 

Comparison with file size and execution time 

file size(in kb) total execution time(in msec) 

50 512 

100 1064 

250 2462 

512 2834 

 

 
Fig. 6: Chart for execution time with file size 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This work prohibits any intruders from obtaining the plain text in a readable form. The security aspect is enhanced as there is no 

repetition of values in Magic rectangle. There are several parameters used to increase the time complexity for the construction of 

magic rectangle such as seed value, column sum, Minstart and Maxstart values. Even if the intruders found the initial values of 

MR, it is very difficult to trace the row/column. It plays a vital role in increasing the randomness and security of the algorithm. 

And the use of RSA have the issue that the prime numbers used should be more than 100. So we have taken N-prime RSA so 

that more than two prime numbers will be used and that can make the prediction of prime numbers som what easier. And the 

other thing is that two same character in plain text do not have same cipher text. One of the issues in the proposed work is 

additional time needed for the construction of Magic rectangle initially. 
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